
WRITING A CHARACTER DESCRIPTION WORKSHEET

About this Worksheet: In this fun and creative activity, students will write a character description about a horse. They're
given certain character traits but must.

Now have your child illustrate the main character inside the frame of the character analysis chart. Depending
on the genre in which you write, you will create additional sections on the Character Profile Worksheet.
Freeman experienced a lot of prejudice and opposition as she worked toward her Olympic goal. It can help
flesh out a cardboard character and even make you think about facets of his or her personality that you had not
considered before. Yes, I agree with all of your suggestions for they definitely improve the story. You provide
excellent value for your services. The most important part of this activity is to think about the story. For older
children you would want that to be part of the activity as well. As an editor, she uses both these attributes. This
Creative Writing Worksheet will help you focus on plotting your novel in consecutive scenes. Character
Worksheet Meeting a well-written character is one of the things that initially hooks a reader, and creates a
lasting impression in fiction. Setting Worksheet This creative writing worksheet will help you to generate
vibrant story settings. If you are having trouble coming up with character details try to see how your character
performs using a writing prompt or walk them through a situation known well to you. I highly recommend her.
Obviously, a character can develop over the course of the novel. On reviewing your worksheet, you will easily
see where the story needs expansion another scene or where a transition has been overlooked. One technique
that many writers use with success is to create a character profile for the main characters in the novel. I have
tried many different charts as well as character development software. Character profiles are useful when
writing in any genre. What makes you feel you know this person better than many of the real people in your
life? Being an editor myself, there are not too many people I would trust with my own work. Referring to the
character analysis chart, talk together about words that describe your character. Get my free character traits
chart by clicking HERE. Maybe he needs a new characteristic -- a hidden trauma, a fabulous skill or a deadly
secret -- something that will make the character come alive for you. Have your child record them in the circles
on the printable.


